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SVoD Content Trends
Thinking Local, Going Global
Subscription Video on Demand (SVoD) and Over-the-Top (OTT) streaming TV services have had a huge impact on the content
market. Not only are they new buyers competing directly with traditional channels and platforms for rights, but they are increasingly
commissioning original production; acting as co-production partners with broadcasters; introducing new global rights acquisition
models; and changing the way content is sold into the secondary market.
If that isn’t enough, they introduced the world to the concept of binge viewing, which itself has impacted the way drama is structured,
stories are told and narrative arcs developed. Arguably, it is binge viewing that created the current, apparently insatiable, demand for
high-quality scripted drama.
As SVoD and OTT matures and finds its place in the global TV market, content offers are being refined to compete more directly with
both pay TV and premium channels. More and more new content is entering catalogues, while some of the long-tail programming is
being cleaned out. Content focus has also shifted, and while drama remains by far the biggest content category for SVoD players,
other genres, such as kids’ and reality, are starting to assume greater importance.
Localisation is also increasingly key, and while local content as a proportion of total catalogue remains small for the global players,
several local SVoD services are using high proportions of local as a means to differentiate their product. At the same time, both
Netflix and Amazon are ramping up local-language production, seeking out scripts and stories that play local but work global. This
recent phenomenon of ‘Localised Globalisation’ is particularly visible in the upcoming drama slate of Netflix.
The knock-on effect on pay TV operators has been significant. Major traditional pay TV platforms with pan-regional reach,
increasingly see original production as key to their wider strategies with Sky, Vivendi, Telefónica, MTG and many more pumping huge
resource into original production and co-production.
This report takes a look at the changing dynamics of content in the SVoD space and examines some of the wider
implications for the industry. Using data from Ampere’s content tracking service and drawing on the insight of content
industry executives, it paints a picture of the evolution of content strategies and offers a glimpse of where content trends
will head next

The ‘premification’ of SVoD set to grow
But has different impact in each market
USA: Netflix catalogue 'premification'
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Netflix has been under-going a rapid catalogue ‘premification’ over
the last 18 months, driven by a dual process of reducing older
long-tail content significantly and ramping up newer content (less
than two years old). The influx of new content is driven primarily by
Netflix’s ‘originals’ strategy and own commissioning.
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Over the past 18 months, Netflix’s US catalogue has seen a 25%
reduction in content that is more than five year’s old and 105%
increase in titles two years old or less. Over a two year period
(July 2015 to July 2017), total title count has fallen 18%.
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UK: Netflix catalogue expansion
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As Netflix seeks to maintain growth, and with its international
market expansion complete, content refinement becomes core
and reflects a common trend among SVoD services of aligning
around both premium and thematic verticals, much like the
traditional pay TV channel market.
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While the strategy can be seen as global in nature, its effect
outside the US is the mirror image. The influx of originals to the
much smaller international catalogues means title count is growing
consistently in Netflix services outside the US (up 44% in two
years in the UK, for example).
At the same time, there has been a more modest reduction in
older content (5% reduction in titles over five years old over the
past year), but a similar increase in titles two years old or newer
thanks to the influx of globally available originals.
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Charts show unique title count of movies and TV Seasons by age of content in the
USA and the UK (example international market)

Similar trends in global catalogues
Most SVoD services are reducing title count

Catalogue refinement is not just a Netflix
phenomenon. Across the global market most of
the major and local SVoD players have reduced
title count over the past year. Partly strategic, the
waxing and waning of catalogue also relates to
deal timing.

As well as Netflix (outside the US) and Amazon,
both Sky (Now TV) and HBO have seen an
increase in title count as they feed original
content into their streaming services.
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But of those platforms that, on a global basis,
have increased title count, the commonality is a
global or large pan-regional footprint and a
focused strategy around original content
commissioning.
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Originals fulfil a number of strategic needs for
SVoD platforms, providing rights flexibility for
global expansion; ensuring an influx of recent
content with full flexibility to exploit, and providing
exclusive content that acts as a differentiator in
an increasingly competitive market. Increasingly,
that production is localised either in language or
concept.

Change in #titles Jul 2016-July 2017
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Chart shows gross change in number of unique titles of movies and TV Seasons on a selection of global,
regional and local SVoD platforms over a one year period (July 2016-July 2017).

Commissions favoured over exclusive acquisition
As global rights demands bite

They may cost more, but commissions make more sense than exclusive acquisition, long-term, for international SVoD platforms.
Over the past two years, there has been a marked shift in Netflix’s approach to its branded ‘Originals’ with the platform increasingly
favouring commissions over exclusive acquisition. Back in July 2015, the majority Netflix Originals were split evenly between
acquired exclusives and original commissions in terms of volume of content by duration contributed. By July 2017, commissions
dominate, accounting for 62% of Originals.
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For producers, Netflix’s shift to increased commissioning as a driver for its overall originals strategy is a double-edged sword. Upfront
the money is generally higher than from other buyers, but the rights are retained in perpetuity and generally, globally. Additional
restrictions may also be applied once the content reaches the secondary market.
Charts show proportion (based on duration) of Netflix ‘Original’ content derived from commission (Original Production) and exclusive acquisition in 2015 and 2017.

Two key genres fuel SVoD globally
Drama and comedy are twin battering rams of SVoD

In the traditional pay TV world, the twin-battering rams for success where always considered to be recent movies and sports. In the
global SVoD market, those twin battering rams are most certainly drama and comedy. Overall drama accounts for an average 45% of
catalogue duration across SVoD platforms worldwide. The proportion is surprisingly consistent across both the local and global SVoD
players. Overall, comedy also shows surprisingly consistent trends across SVoD catalogues, both global and local.
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By duration, comedy accounts for an average 15% of catalogue and, as a proportion, has been amazingly consistent over the past
couple of years. Comedy has worked well in SVoD for a number of reasons. Generally cheap to produce, much of the comedy
features in the early days of SVoD delivery was live stand-up. Increasingly, though, comedy is becoming a focus of series production,
including drama ‘with a comic twist’. Some players are also experimenting with original short-form comedy, added exclusively to their
SVoD services.
Charts show average proportion of total catalogue that is either drama or comedy based on total duration. Includes ‘movies’ or one-off movie-length content. Analysis is based on 16 global and local SVoD
services.

SVoD has a balanced gender profile
Gender balance no strange thing for SVoD originals

Traditional pay TV platforms are often gender polarised in
terms of viewer base. Sport, a key driver in the traditional
space, has a particularly strong male skew. But Ampere
research suggests that there are also strong gender skews
around scripted shows on different TV channel types.
Examining the social media activity of scripted fans in the US
market showed that scripted on broadcast networks has a
distinct female skew; premium and basic cable network
scripted shows have a strong male skew, with roughly 60%
of premium and basic cable scripted shows having a majority
male social media fan-base.
But scripted originals made or commissioned by the SVoD
platforms have an almost perfect gender balance. Around
24% of scripted originals on SVoD have a strong female
skew; 24% of shows have a strong male skew, and 52% of
shows have a largely gender-neutral fanbase: being entirely
gender neutral or showing only a very slight skew to either
sex.
SVoD players are more successfully pleasing both sexes
with their drama content, with traditional platforms leaving
the gender door wide-open through their more conservative
content commissioning strategies.
Incidentally, the prize for the most gender-balanced original
show on SVoD goes to Stranger Things.

Fanbase gender skews of US scripted on OTT
platforms
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Chart shows gender skew of Facebook fan-bases for selection of US SVoD
original scripted shows as a % of total shows falling into that category.

Recent focus on drama and kids
Kids’ content is becoming increasingly important

Drama is, and remains, the mainstay of SVoD content
offers, but an analysis of recent changes in catalogue
volume by duration shows that focus is also expanding
to embrace other key content drivers and refine the
offer to the user base.
Analysing multiple local and international SVoD
services shows a recent focus on bolstering the
amount of kids’ content as well as animation.

Global SVoD: Change in content volume by genre
(July 2016-July 2017)
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Other key, previously under-served, genres that are
receiving renewed focus include music and sport.
Music in particular is a key interest area among typical
SVoD customers which to date has remained largely
untapped.
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Cross-over in all these genres is also becoming
increasingly common with music-focused dramas and
kids series among recent original commissions and,
while the limited amount of sport content on SVoD is
largely around documentary and factual-style
programming, Amazon’s recent acquisition of selected
US NFL rights and UK ATP tennis, is a move that
could see a sea-change in content focus over the
coming year or two.
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Chart shows change in volume of content by genre (key genres only) based on duration.
Analysis between July 2016 and July 2017.

Local is the new competitive battleground
Localisation still has a long way to go

If the two key strategies for growth among SVoD players are content refinement and careful targeting of shows around key genre
drivers—all with a carefully balanced gender skew—then the third strategy of note is the drive for local content. Global players, in
particular, need to compete with the increasingly diverse array of local operators, the competitive advantage of which lies in their
access to local content. Global players like Netflix and Amazon currently have around 5% to 8% local content, depending on market.
The range of local content available from regional SVoD services varies greatly form highs as much as 45% (Maxdome in Germany,
helped by its broadcast group-parent) to levels no better than the global challengers.
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Focused local platform ViaPlay (pan-Scandinavian), shows even regional (all be it large footprint regional) players have a long way to
go in terms of localisation. For obvious reasons, US SVoD catalogues are highly local, although both Hulu and Netflix are looking
increasingly ‘international’ in their content offers compared to players like HBO, Showtime and Starz.

Charts show % of content offer that is of local origin for key SVoD platforms.

Localisation is associated with competitive gain
Meaning ‘Localised Globalisation’ will grow

But do SVoD services need to think local? After all, plenty
of thematic linear channels have found international
success with largely US programming. In the traditional TV
space, localisation of international providers is associated
with a maturing market and increased competition, both
characteristics that now apply to SVoD and OTT streaming
in much of the world.

Other than competitive edge, chief among the reasons to
localise are rights access and control. With shock recent
announcements such as Disney deciding not to renew its
US Netflix SVoD deal from 2018, even access to local US
programming looks challenging.
The more global the platform, the bigger the challenge
around localisation and rights. ‘Localised Globalisation’ is
thus a strategy that fulfils many needs. Meaning the
creation of high-budget, quality, local-language drama with
production values and storylines of wide geographic appeal,
localised globalisation kills two birds, solving the rights
issues while allowing catalogue localisation and competitive
edge.
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It’s also clear that there is a strong relationship between the
degree to which SVoD catalogues have been localised and
overall subscriber uptake. That’s a pretty good reason to
localise. But there are others.

Catalogue localisation vs. SVoD uptake
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Chart shows relationship between proportion of content on SVoD that is local in a given country
against uptake of SVoD as a whole. US content considered local in English-speaking markets.

Where next for localisation?
User interface and local production combine for push

Localised globalisation doesn’t just have to be about nonEnglish language production (although the majority is).
The largely US driven SVoD productions are increasingly
embracing UK English, Australian English and other
regional English-speaking geographies as a quasi
globalised localisation strategy.
Also apparent as a micro-trend within the wider drive to
localised globalisation is that of English-language
productions with storylines of wide regional appeal. Sky
and HBO’s recent commission Chernobyl…the first in their
$250m joint originals push, is a case in point.
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Netflix: Localisation strategy
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Focused on a story that should have wide European
appeal for Sky’s footprint…by virtue of the cloud of nuclear
fallout that spread across much of Europe following the
disaster, co-production demands means this type of
storyline is increasingly appealing.
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Netflix’s own localisation has followed a two-pronged
approach, with interface and billing localisation
representing ‘phase 1’
and local production often
following.
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Interface + significant local production

The most recent markets to receive attention with local
interfaces are Poland, Turkey, Thailand, Romania and
Israel (Hebrew). Local production will doubtless soon
follow.

Interface + limited local production

Interface only
Table shows Netflix User Interface and Local production localisation by market.

Focus on largest markets
But Russia and Middle East look like notable gaps

To date, localised globalisation has been
driven by Netflix (and to a lesser degree
Amazon) and the competitive response
of large regional players (like Sky) to
them.

To date, Latin America and larger
Western European markets like France,
UK, Germany and Scandinavia have
received most attention with local user
interfaces (UI) and significant local
production investment.
At the other end of the scale, most of the
remaining top 40 markets have received
local language UI, but limited local
production.
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Looking at a very simple measure of the
largest Netflix markets by gross number
of subscribers, shows a strong
relationship with the degree of local
focus.
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So how is Netflix deciding on its
localisation strategy? And where can we
reasonably expect production focus and
content commissioning to shift next?

Top 40 Netflix markets by subscribers

Source: Ampere Analysis

Those markets include more recently localised countries like Romania, Thailand,
Israel and Turkey, where we could reasonably expect local production to follow
imminently (a Turkish original project has recently been announced). But then there
are the markets that are already at some scale but have received little local attention
to date, including Russia and the Middle East. These surely must be areas to watch
for the next local push.

Chart shows top 40 Netflix markets by number of subscribers (end 2017 estimates).
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Embracing local, thinking global
Localised globalisation takes hold at Netflix

Indeed, Netflix has recently ramped up significantly its series production that can be considered localised globalisation. Where drama’s
like Brazil’s 3%, Mexico’s Ingobernable and Germany’s The Dark led; many more follow. Despite a continued focus on Latin Spanish, the
locally global series in Netflix’s upcoming series slate include French political drama Osmosis, Danish bio-thriller The Rain, Swedish
crime drama Quicksand and the platform’s first Mandarin-language project Bardo. A number of non-US-English dramas from the UK and
Australia are also among the up-coming slate.

Netflix: Upcoming non-English series

Increasingly global
Only half of upcoming Netflix original series US

If you’re not yet convinced localised globalisation is ‘a thing’, an analysis
of Netflix’s upcoming series slate should convince. Of the 65 original
series coming to Netflix soon, only half are of US origin, with the
remainder spread across markets as diverse as Korea, India, Brazil and
Taiwan.
Key local trends in Netflix’s ‘coming soon’ slate include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only half of upcoming Netflix series release are of US origin.
Among non-English speaking territories, Mexico, India and Brazil
are key.
English-localisation: non-US English (Australia, Canada, UK) is
becoming common creating a sub-trend of English localisation.
Newly localised markets (Turkey, Israel, Romania), yet to feed
through to local production, but can be expected to feed in shortly.
But other recently localised markets like Poland have now become
a focus with a Polish original and a Swedish original being
announced as this report was going to press.
Analysis of storylines shows that crime and political intrigue are
key areas of focus for non-English original Netflix drama,
suggesting this particular genre may travel best.
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Chart shows all upcoming Netflix Originals classified as ‘series’ (broadly comparable to
scripted drama) split by primary country of production.

Language mix is key
Language diversification includes non-US English

The language mix of upcoming Netflix originals is a little
less evenly divided, with around 70% being Englishlanguage productions as the slate includes a number of
non-US English productions.

Upcoming Netflix series by language

Nonetheless, there are a number of key trends in the
language mix that provide a pointer to wider on-going
strategy:
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• On-going focus on Latin-Spanish and Portuguese.
• First Chinese-language title ‘Bardo’ being made in
Taiwan.
• Indian production is ramping up with multiple series in
development.
• In Western Europe, Germany and Scandinavia are
emerging as key hubs of production.
Drawing on all the evidence and analysis we’d expect
particular focus in the coming one to two years on Turkey,
India, Scandinavia and Germany with Russia-language
content being a possible outlier (although operational
challenges in that market may preclude that) and the
Middle East being another region of potential interest.
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Chart shows all upcoming Netflix Originals classified as ‘series’ (broadly comparable to scripted
drama) split by local language.

Insight from the industry
Talking content trends with local SVoD-service executives

Content executives from Spain’s Movistar+, Denmark’s TV2 Play and pan-Scandinavian Viaplay give their views on the direction of
content in the SVoD space, the position of local, and the challenges of scale as global players increasingly throw their weight around.
Transcripts of the interviews give full colour in the following pages, but insights include:

• Global rights and global productions increasingly need scale, meaning collaboration may be required to compete with the likes of
Netflix and Amazon. Buying clubs like Atrium TV, grouping multiple regional buyers, are one potential solution.
• At the high-end of the market, English-language content is still king, but local is becoming increasingly important and increasingly
high-quality. Speed-to-market has meant many early initiatives are not based on co-production, but growing budgets mean coproduction partnerships are now being sought widely.
• Global SVoD players not only compete, but also offer the opportunity to partner for production, but ‘getting into bed with the enemy’
may not always be as attractive as the initial financial incentives sometimes suggest.
• Local is not the only weapon in the regional SVoD arsenal, experimenting with short-form content and themed strands built around
genre tent-poles has also proven successful.
• Playing for laughs with local comedy is another key area of focus were success can be big and impact large.
• Binge viewing has changed the way stories are told in drama. That means commissioning parties are increasingly focused on the
talent behind the camera and behind the typewriter, as character-driven stories and storylines become central.
• The ‘Netflix effect’ has opened the eyes of the world to the power of local content leading, in some cases, to a wider cultural export
of lifestyle.
• Binge viewing is currently largely a drama phenomenon, but a trend to watch is the ‘bingeification’ of other types of content like
factual, with changes to structure and serialisation potentially leading to more bingeing of this type of content.
• Finally, demand for drama remains insatiable…there is no scripted bubble!

The Local SVoD Player
Sune Roland Jensen, Head of
Channels, TV2 Networks Denmark

The Local SVoD player
TV2 Play

TV 2 Networks manages Danish channels ZULU, CHARLIE
and FRI, as well as TV 2's VOD platform, TV 2 Play.
The unit is part of TV2 Denmark, a broadcast group owned
by the Danish state. Main channel TV2 is the most popular in
Denmark and fulfils a public service remit, despite being
operated on a commercial basis with some of its revenue
also coming from subscription fees.
TV2 Play is the catch-up and streaming service for the
group’s portfolio of channels, offering both live streaming and
on-demand access to the content from the main channels as
well as access to original productions and exclusive
acquisitions.
Key local dramas on TV2 include 'Lærkevej', 'Rita', 'Dicte'
and 'Badehotellet‘ and the group is working on a number of
new scripted properties as well as original short form content
for its streaming service and social media outlets.

Images: TV2 shows Rita (top right); Ditzel All Inklusiv (bottom right)

Viewing numbers for scripted are stable
But other genres rising fast

What do you see as the key trends in the content market at the moment, particularly with regard to scripted drama?
Drama is in a class of its own in terms of branding and views. But we are seeing that other genre are starting to work better and
better, because people are shifting their viewing from old-school linear TV and subscriptions to cable to having their content delivered
via a streaming service. So, live viewing, factual programming and viewing of the big entertainment shows is on the rise in our
(streaming) platform. Even sport and news is being consumed live via the streaming platform. So people are cutting the cables slowly
and starting to watch linear TV through the streaming platform. That‘s a big change. Live is definitely on the rise in all our statistics.
It’s effecting our numbers in a very positive way. So while the numbers for scripted are stable, but the numbers for other types
of content and genres is rising dramatically. The cake is getting bigger from a streaming perspective. Which is nice because it’s
getting bigger quicker than the linear distribution is dropping.
To what extent is this driven by new SVoD platforms like Netflix and the competitive response of local players?
Netflix has definitely had an impact because it is very strong in Denmark, HBO has been picking up as well, but Netflix has introduced
everyone to streaming, so that is a great effect on the whole market. But now Netflix is levelling out and actually, HBO is rising, TV2
Play is rising and Viaplay, our commercial competitor from MTG has been rising as well. Netflix is rising much more slowly because
it’s already in every third home.
What we can see with content is that some specific genres have success on streaming platforms. The bigger and higher concept it
is, the bigger the success on streaming. So I think the more old-school linear factual genres are going to be in decline in the next
couple of years, but the big entertainment shows and the big social experiment shows are going to be on the rise. I think what we
are going to see is fewer programmes for bigger budgets and less of the middle—the glue that used to tie the slots together in
the linear world. Shows have to be loud to cut through the noise these days.

We’re moving away from foreign scripted
Increasingly investing in comedy shorts

Are you making any plans around original content production for the TV2 Play service?
We are, and have been doing for the last year or so. What we have seen working is when we can tie a strong community via
social media to a specific programme brand then it’s performing incredibly well on Play. So we are emphasising short content that
we may take from YouTube and moving it to our platform for the young demographics. We have a youth channel called TV2 Zulu
targeted at 15-40 year olds and it’s very strong on comedy. So we can move a lot of that content from TV2 Zulu and we have a very
strong Facebook page to introduce comedy shows via our social feeds and move people from social to TV2 Play. We’ve had huge
success with that. In fact, the last couple of examples (of shows that moved from social) we’ve been able to finance them via new
subscriptions.
What would you say have been the key developments with regard to local content in Scandinavia and its use on streaming/OTT
platforms?
We are moving money from buying foreign scripted just for Play to actually making comedy shorts. For example, last year,
we bought the UK series Humans and we didn’t give it a linear presence so it was just exclusive to Play and it didn’t perform very
well. So we are moving money from those kind of acquisitions to producing our own stuff because it pays back much better. What we
found was we had to have linear presence and a marketing campaign for foreign scripted in order to make it perform on Play. We
have a very clear co-dependency for that kind of content between our linear channels and our streaming platform. But for local
content we can create unique (social) communities around it.
What are the challenges of making non-English-language drama and has the market potential of non-English language content
changed in recent years?
For scripted as a whole, the opportunities for co-production have risen so it’s much easier for us to find international coproduction partners than it was five or ten years ago. Also we have big international players who would like to co-finance some of our
local content with us. Cont…

The opportunities for co-production have risen
Challenge is developing and keeping talent

We’re always discussing if strategically we should change our partnership structure and if we should go into partnership with bigger
international players. So far we’ve been wanting to finance primarily ourselves in order not to give Netflix the opportunity to
have local Danish content on their platform in Denmark. But, of course, we are always looking at it and looking at if we should
change our windowing structure so that they can get the second window. We have to balance how much do we need their money,
against how much we would want them to help finance our drama?
I’ve heard mixed views on whether there is a scripted bubble right now, what’s your view?
I don’t think there is a bubble in terms of viewers and consumers. I think they would want even more (drama) shows. But there is
definitely a supply and demand issue where there is only a certain number of people who can actually star in scripted in a small
country like Denmark, so we have a big challenge to develop new talent in order to keep the supply chain high. The good thing in
Denmark is that now a lot of good creatives prefer making scripted series to features. So a lot of the talent in Denmark has moved
from movies to series. The challenge for us is to develop new talent and keep hold of it and make sure they work on our series, not
our competitors’. Actually we changed our whole internal structure. I used to have a commissioning editor on our youth channel and
another commissioning editor on my older channel but now we have centralised in one department so that all the ideas come into one
place and then we can professionalise the way we make drama in order to achieve our ambition to be the best place for drama in
Denmark.
How has the production/co-production and rights market changed with the rise of SVoD?
Most of our big scripted drama we make for our main channel is performing well in Norway and Sweden too, so most of our drama for
the main channels is co-produced with sister channels in Norway and Sweden—TV4 and TV2 Norway—that’s a very important
collaboration for us in order to reach the budgets. And, of course, we don’t have streaming services in those countries, so it’s OK for
us that they buy those rights. We can also see that the interest (in local drama) from the rest of the world is getting bigger. But
the biggest interest is coming from competitors that are also in our market…Netflix, Viaplay and HBO.

Nordic drama has a special mood
Interest from the rest of the world is growing

Are you observing differences in the way producers want to do deals with SVoD players and what are those differences?
I think the whole production side of it…the indies…see it as a great opportunity to get new customers because we are in such a tight
market…there are only four broadcast customers you can have as a production company, so they embrace that Netflix and HBO and
others are talking about buying into Danish drama. The only problem is that they have hard terms with regard to rights. We have a
rights structure where we give money back to the industry. They have a different model—they pay better…initially…but they
keep everything (in perpetuity). By contrast, we have to have agreements with local associations of actors and writers and it’s based
on a very regulated model in order for them to get money back from our investments. To state it in black and white, Netflix is only in it
for the money, where as we have a more public service remit and we have an interest in keeping the whole supply chain in a healthy
state…but that of course is seen from our perspective.
Finally, why has Scandinavian crime been the spear-head that takes local content to the global market?
All the biggest (Nordic) titles have a similar vibe that reflects the whole Scandinavian sense of being or community. You have a whole
society around the stories and people interact with the society as well as a special mood to it, that is dark, but with a dark humour as
well…so the mental state of Scandinavians has been broadened out to the rest of the world. And in that sense it’s getting pretty hip
as well. You can’t visit a bookshop in London without seeing ‘How to Hygge’ (have a Danish consciousness and style)—so there has
been a whole cultural invasion and branding of our part of the world. Another reason is it’s based on crime. So people are
talking a strange language or looking more moody than usual, but still it tends to be either a murder story or a whodunit. So there is a
lot of universal language to it…it’s something you’ve seen before and then a whole lot that you haven’t seen before. Nonetheless, we
can see now that the Nordic Noir is levelling out a bit, so people in Scandinavia are looking for the next recipe.

The Spanish-Language Major
Domingo Corral,
Director of Original Production,
Movistar+

The Spanish-language major
Telefónica and Movistar+

Movistar+ is the unified brand for the pay TV and SVoD
operations of Spanish national telecoms group Telefónica.
The group, which also has extensive interests in Latin
America, has managed a rapid transition of its pay TV
subscription base from satellite to IPTV since acquiring the
Canal+ pay TV operations. At the same time, it has built its
own local Spanish SVoD service, also called Movistar+.
Earlier this year, Movistar+ announced a big push into original
content with a pledge to become the world’s largest supplier
of Spanish-language content and a €70m original drama
budget. Beginning with four series in 2017, original production
will ramp up rapidly to 10 series a year from 2018, with many
more in development.
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The nature of production is now very different
Streaming impacts story structure

What do you see as the key trends in the content market at the moment, particularly with regard to scripted drama?
The key trend is a lot of production is getting made for pay TV streaming services and the nature of those productions is different to
how it used to be with traditional TV series. Some of the characteristics are that they are serialised; they normally have a division of a
few creatives, so they are creator-driven; and from a script standpoint they are character-driven and they assume risks that were not
previously assumed in TV. They have also been developed to be viewed on-demand and not on a linear channel.
So what are the differences for something made to be viewed on-demand vs. linear?
Well, for linear you also have to make the distinction between a pay TV linear channel and a commercial linear channel, because
when it’s a pay TV linear channel you can assume certain risks and do the scripted fiction in a different way to content made for a
channel which economic model is based on advertising. For streaming services, Netflix, Amazon and Movistar+, the two main
differences are that they are pay TV and secondly that they are streaming. With streaming you can watch whenever you want so
you have more freedom, you can binge view so this has an impact on how you structure the story. You don’t have to put
everything in the first episode and let the viewer know everything and be very explicit straight away. You have more time to develop
your characters and the stories.
To what extent is this driven by a competitive response to new SVoD platforms like Netflix?
In our case it is not a response to Netflix, we started original content development two years ago. It is a response to our own needs.
We need our own distinctive content that is exclusive, so making originals is one way to do that. TV has become so critical for our
overall offer…our connectivity offer, our broadband offer….TV is so important you can not only rely on third party acquisition.
You have to combine both and combine acquisition with your own originals.

Our stories are character-driven
You have to reflect a local reality

How would you describe Movistar+’s strategy with regard to original production?
Firstly we have put a lot of effort into developing the scripts, so development is key. And within development the way we approach the
script is through the characters. These are character-driven stories that we are looking for, they have to have a distinctive
vision, so it’s important to know the creators behind those stories. Another characteristic is the high production values. They
have to have high production values, not just for Spain but for the whole world. They have to be able to compete internationally. And
finally, I would say you need shows that are targeted to specific audiences. It’s not a mandate to reach everyone with one show, the
mandate is to reach everyone with a wide variety of shows.
What’s the plan around wider distribution of the originals?
Our intention is to sell our content all over the world and I believe you can do this by making content that is on one side very local, but
that is told in a universal way. That includes the way you build the characters and tell the story, but also the production value that you
put into the show. The combination: local, and at the same time universal, is key.
Do you think that being able to take Spanish-language content more global (beyond Spanish-speaking markets) is a new
development?
We tend to think LatAm is the natural market for Spanish fiction, but when you do something that is really good, you can sell it
everywhere. Probably the most difficult markets are the English markets like the UK and the US, because they don’t dub, so it’s
more challenging to find an audience with subtitles. But in markets where they dub like Germany or France, or even in the US with
the 50m Hispanic audience, we have an opportunity. When you watch one of these original shows you have to think it’s a Spanish
show coming from Spain. You have to reflect a very local reality, but the way the story is told has to be told with high standards in
story and production value.
What considerations are needed to make a non-English language drama a global seller?
What drives your show in TV is a unique distinctive vision and that is given by the creators of the show. So we make our
decisions on who is behind the show. The creators are critical, the second thing is the script and the third is the production value. You
have to give the talent the resources to make the story in the way they want to make it.

We wanted to move quickly with originals
Co-production should not be an issue of money

I’ve heard mixed views on whether there is a scripted bubble right now, what’s your view?
Definitely not in Spain. Maybe with English drama, but I can’t really say that either. Definitely there are more shows to watch, but you
have many books published each year and you don’t get to read them all, you can’t see all the films made or all the music that is
made. In TV before, we had a few networks making a small number of shows and now with the arrival of Netflix and Amazon they are
making many more shows and we can’t see them all. So as long as it makes sense to make all these shows there is no bubble. The
important thing is that you are happy with the shows that you do see.
Are you co-producing your originals?
In the first stage no, because we wanted to move quickly and co-productions take time because you have to find the right partner
and negotiate the deal. But we want to co-produce, and in the near future we will announce one or two co-productions.
What do you look for in a co-production partner?
Co-production should not be an issue of money. Money is important, of course, and I always want them to be cost effective for
sure, but it shouldn’t be the number one consideration. You have to make content with someone with whom you share a creative
vision because, in the end, making content is a very subjective thing. What you think is good and what I think is good may be very
different, but we may be both right. You must find a partner with a shared vision. The second key thing is that someone has to lead. I
don’t believe in these co-productions where you put a German, a French, an English, a Spanish and then you make a co-production.
Whatever you put in the story has to come organically from the story, not in post from above because you are making a coproduction. Someone has to lead and someone has to follow. If you create a co-production where everyone has the same power it’s
likely that will get nowhere. So co-productions are very welcome, I am looking for them, but I have to find the right partner sharing the
same vision and making sure someone is leading.

To find out more, don’t miss out:
Domingo Corral’s MIPCOM Mastermind Keynote on Monday, October 16 2017 at 12.05 in the Grand Auditorium.
He will expand on many of the above points in his upcoming keynote. He is due to be joined on stage by Beta Film’s Jan Mojto, Sky Vision’s Jane
Millichip and by some of the creators of upcoming original drama in an up-close and personal look at the strength of Movistar+’s slate.

The Pan-Regional Group
Jakob Mejihede, EVP & Head of
Programming & Content
Development, MTG

The regional content player
MTG’s Viaplay

Viaplay is the SVoD service of pan-Scandinavian digital
entertainment group MTG. As well as extensive investments
in eSports and youth-focused platforms, the group also owns
a number of free and pay TV channel brands as well as the
Viasat satellite pay TV platform. It recently launched a catchup driven free streaming service, Viafree, across its markets.
Original content production has become a core thrust for the
group including successful straight-to-SVoD originals like
comedy Swedish Dicks.
Earlier this year, Viaplay was one of the founding members
of Atrium TV, a buying and commissioning consortium that
groups regional SVoD players in order to compete with
global players for high-value original drama.
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Netflix opened world’s eyes to non-English drama
We have 50 projects in development

Tell me about the intentions behind the Atrium SVoD buying venture in which Viaplay is involved?
We’re quite proud of what we have achieved with our SVOD offering in the Nordic region: Viaplay is now a strong and solid
alternative which we think is a good offer for the subscribers. But we and other regional and local SVoD services realize there is
competition from global players. So what we are trying to form is an alternative (to those global players) so that the next House
of Cards could also go to us and not just Netflix or Amazon or new global players that may pop up over the next couple of years.
That need was there and we knew it was the case for other players around the world, so we talked to them and we all want to fund
together and see how it goes.
The sub-story around that is surely local language content…will that be a focus for Atrium?
I don’t think so, I think everything non-English language we will handle ourselves. This is for the high-end English-language
production that is at risk of going to a global player. All the local-language content we can handle ourselves and I think that is
one of the areas where we have an opportunity to become very strong. But without that high-end, glossy product in English
language, we will remain only a local alternative. Don’t forget that in the Nordic region there is a great liking for English language
content.
One of the trends I’m picking up on is that high production-value non-English drama can, because of SVoD, now find a global
audience?
You’re right. And I think that is increasingly true. Netflix has kindly opened the World’s eyes to the quality of non-English drama.
But it doesn’t have the same value as high-quality drama in English and I don’t think we’ll ever get there. So I think in order to create
a solution that we can monetize in the Atrium TV umbrella, I think it is safer to do it in English, because we are producing all the
Nordic language content we can possibly get our hands on. We have 50 projects in various stages of development…15 are greenlit,
10 are about to be and 25 are in the earlier stages of development. We aim to co-operate with anyone interested in doing Nordic
originals in Nordic language…whether it’s the local pubcasters or foreign partners….Cont.

Nordic content is no longer a niche
We’re working hard to change internal currency

…Germany has been a good friend to Nordic content and we hope that will continue. And the BBC dipped its toes in Nordic waters
and from that point on, now you have at least four platforms who would be interested in something high-end, meaning that prices
have gone up exponentially from something very tiny. But it’s no longer like it was, a niche thing.

Are you doing exclusive content on Viaplay?
Yes, we are; both English language and Nordic language content. We also have exclusive movie cycles, exclusive kids’ content and
exclusive premium sports in the higher tiering.
By pumping originals into Viaplay, aren’t you potentially accelerating cannibalization of the Viasat service. Is there a conscious
decision that the transition from satellite to OTT is a done deal and so you may as well make the OTT service as strong as possible?
I think you’re right that there is a degree of cannibalization taking place and also that Viaplay is possibly fast tracking that
cannibalization. You are right when you say it is a conscious choice. If the alternative is so far worse…and that is your competitors
are going to eat your business, then cannibalizing yourself always seems like a good option. Company-wide there is a wide
recognition of doing the right thing. We have been working hard on trying to change the internal currency so we look at the number of
eyeballs a piece of content attracts across all platforms. Which makes it worthwhile for journalists and editors…if they look at the
combined numbers for content across our platforms then they recognize that it’s something better than it used to be.
Now that MTG has re-engineered as a digital entertainment group, is Viaplay is a better fit than Viasat?
There is still a strong place for Viasat. Viaplay and Viasat co-exist in a very fine way. There is wide usage of linear channels and
there is room for packages with linear. Then you get the whole linear offering on Viasat that is not part of Viaplay, so the offering is
richer in many ways.

Original short-form nurtures talent
But you have to mix (formats) with care

Is Viafree also going to have exclusive content… and become a kind of augmented catch-up?
I think catch-up is an immensely strong offer to viewers with current content. If catch-up is done right it can be very strong. There are
other sides of a free offer to leverage some of the areas that a channel is strong in. Four our channels it could be cooking. It’s always
been an area where we are strong…with local versions of Kitchen Nightmares and Master Chef…we also have the great international
(cooking) shows on. Creating an advertising vertical there could be super interesting. I see it as potentially a great catch-up service
and then building in verticals where we feel strongest.
To what extent is digital native content (in which MTG is heavily invested) impacting what you do and what are the opportunities for
using original content on the SVOD platform?
It’s certainly impacting. YouTube short form content is enormous and there is definitely eyeballs moving from traditional long
form to short form…especially for millennials. In terms of mixing (long and short form), I think you have to tread carefully. It’s two
different experiences. For long-form you are in a different mindset. You are willing to offer a bit more time than if you are snacking on
short-form during short breaks in the day. You have to respect that. For example, the verticals we were talking about for Viafree, it
would be tempting to mix in a lot of short form. But I’m not an advocate of doing that, because it’s a different kind of format tailored for
different times of the day. I would rather keep them apart.
So what does the acquisition market for short-form look like?
I think if it’s packaged properly, short form develops and nurtures starts and talent that will move into long form. Short-form
creates clips that can be used in long form. There are new ways of telling stories in short-form that will impact long form, but I think
we have to be careful with the whole cross-pollination. Because you can easily kill what short-form is by trying to force it into longform.

We have a big original production ambition
There is a lot of outside interest in co-production

In terms of programming, are you mainly focused on acquisition or is original production becoming key?
We have a big original production ambition. We have 50 projects in development now, so we aim to become the leading Nordic
drama house within two or three years. I think if you add the activities that Viaplay does…which impacts premium pay and network
and also add on top everything the NICE group (MTG’s production and distribution holding company) does and produces then there
is good reason to believe that Nordic scripted dominance will be a corner stone for the group within a short time.
But if you look at the balance of our content there is still a lot of licensed content that we are super proud of. What licensed content
does well is it is great (for growing) subscriptions, but in order to create reach you need your own production. You need to
create your own productions and reality which is what we did on the networks. On SVoD doing originals can lift you above what
everyone else can do. You can’t buy your way to that next subscriber level. You have to do that with originals. I haven’t seen any
licensed content that can do that yet. What we see with original content is that there are some (subscriber) jumps that are very
interesting to observe.
Do the quality expectations of consumers today around original content mean that you have to make originals as co-productions?
We need co-productions because the financing that each of these projects has demands co-productions. But fortunately there is a
lot (of interest in partnering on co-production). We co-produce within the group between network and premium and SVoD. But
there is also a lot of interest from outside so we also co-produce with SVT, Discovery in Sweden, TV2 in Norway and with German,
French and others.

What are you doing around taking those originals and selling them into the wider international market?
I think that has potential. If you look at the development of interest in scripted, there is significant interest in American,
English (British) and Nordic products. You have a show every now and then from Germany or France, but it’s once in a blue
moon. These are the most significant pools for the development of IP and I think you should harvest all the benefits that you can from
this…that would include (international) distribution.

Subscribers may come for movies
But end up TV series addicts

Do you believe there is a scripted drama bubble that is about to burst?
If you work with an SVOD service and you have the direct interaction with your subscribers every day, you will experience something
which completely denies that. The appetite is insatiable. The pace that subscribers consume content is enormous. Just a few years
ago we thought it was a lot to binge through a box set in a week. It now happens over a couple of nights. Subscribers might come in
for movies but very quickly turn into addicts of TV series. I don’t think we are anywhere near a bubble. If you look at the global
appetite for SVoD content it is growing. Every respectable broadcaster around the world needs to have an SVOD outlet in order to
ensure that they can stand strong in the digital battle. I think demand will increase and there will be more global players than we have
today trying to break in. There will be more pan-regional. So I think we won’t see the bubble burst anytime soon.
What are the big trends in drama at the moment?
You discover something every day. That’s the difference you get from having the direct relationship with every single subscriber. You
see kids’ content is super important and then you see the correlation between that and usage; you see the loyalty that arises from
that. Then you see that you premiere a small horror show…Black Lake…(which wasn’t anything big for us) and suddenly you see that
shoot very high within your service and see it get picked up by BBC 4. You see something every day. It’s still serialized, which is
important for a show created behind the SVoD window. You need to be able to binge shows. I think that’s going to be a strength we
will see in factual soon. SVoD services will break even more into the factual space by trying to develop factual into something
that is more serialized than it is today. I think there will be a lot of movement in that over the next year.
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